
Introduction

According to the archeological findings it seems that Wnis has been buried in his 
pyramid, so we may infer that the texts are not only initiatic, as Naydler seems to 
suggest, but funerary as well. Personally I don't see any contradiction in it, but 
complementarity.

Anyway, in this particular case, I will look at the texts as guides to initiatory 
mysteries. So this is a sort of general rehersal to show Wnis what he has to expect 
after death and how to deal with it. Or it may be a way for him to plunge into the 
collective unconscious and get in touch with the psychic archetipical structures, 
namely the gods and  the cosmic energies of his religion.

In order to have a vague idea of the general atmosphere I'll try to reconstruct a 
possible dramatic process of the initiatory rite. This is what I call the "hystrionic 
approach". It goes without saying that much of it is "extreme interpretation" or just 
speculation - if you like. But, as far as I can, I'll try to give  evidences of my wild 
guesses.

First of all: l am of the opinion that the very ritual starts in the sarcophagus 
chamber,  the space of the "little mysteries"  -- whereas the "great mysteries" take 
place in the antechamber. That's the reason why many actions are present in both 
spaces: they are not duplicates but amplifications. 

(Like the three stages of the alchemical Magnum Opus:
i) nigredo [black: death / sarcophagus / earth]
ii) albedo [white: purification / sarcophagus chamber / the Moon]
iii) rubedo [red: unification with the  Supreme Being (the Sun) / antechamber] .

Just a vague parallel: I shun from "easyotericism"! I think the whole process must be 
interpreted through the filter of depth psychology.  Easy to guess  I am profoundly Jungian.)

So, let's  follow Wnis en route to the sarcophagus chamber.  A Lector-priest is his 
guide and his mentor. And there is a Sem-priest, too, who is the Lector-priest's 
assistant. Wnis is blindfolded: darkness - the symbol of death. He  goes down the 
corridor, which is very low (1.30 mt), so he has to crouch down or crawl along it. 
First goes the Sem-priest, holding a torch, then Wnis, then the Lector-priest. Wnis 
reaches the antechamber. Now he can stand up. Then he has to crouch again to 
enter the sarcophagus chamber. He stops before the sarcophagus. (Was the 
sarcophagus already there? Or was it put there just before the burial?) His blindfold 
is taken away from his eyes. He looks around him. He is inside the alabastrum 



painted space, the so called palace-façade, with many lotus motives. There are 
torches or tripods  that throw light on the walls of the painted palace. Wnis looks at 
the glyphs on the gable. The rest of the chamber is immersed in darkness.
The text of the West Gable depicts the struggle between the "initiand" (Wnis as the 
new-born calf) and the opposing force, the snake, which will try to bite him and 
prevent his going. This is the vantage point according to which I put together the 
various spells, images, sounds and actions. The idea behind it is to create a coherent 
homogeneus scenic process, pointing out its organic development.

Needless to say that the actions against the snake are just imagined. Wnis must 
have inner  visions of them. I hardly believe there was a real snake.  As I said before 
we are immersed in a psychic landscape.

THE RITUAL

The Lector-priest begins, his arms pointing at the hieroglyphs:

1. Enchanted be the naw-snake - by the naw-snake

2. encircled is the calf  emerged from the garden.

 

I read the first /Sn/ as a passive prospective. That's a wish to neutralize the  
dangerous snake. It is worth noticing that /Sn naw/ is on its own, in 



the first column of the gable.  

But the first two lines form an ingenious grammatically and visually entwined  
sentence. 

We can read it as:



enchanted is the naw-snake by the naw-snake

so that we see two entwining snakes, which may hint at the figthing drakes of the  
Narmer palette:

A foretaste of the ensuing struggle between two opposing forces.

But  "by the naw-snake"  may hint at the agent of a dangerous action: it is the naw-
snake that lies in ambush, that encircles (a different meaning of /Sn/) the just born  
calf; and we may see in the garden "the mother's  womb" - expressed iconically  
through the painted palace.

There's an exquisite stylistic touch in all this, where / in naw / is a linguistic hinge  
which ties together the two lines, giving a stronger meaning to the entwining image  
(both snakes and phrases).

And there is one more iconic suggestion: the Ourobouros
 

that  hints at Atum's act of creation through autofellatio. The beginning of the  
world. That may represent symbolically the starting point of  the new-born Wnis.  
But: was such a symbol present at that time?



Here start the spells against the dangerous snake, which is 
informed that Wnis is under the protection of powerful forces: 
the Pelican, hinting at the Ennead, and the mighty Ra. So he'd 
better turn back and surrender.

3. Earth - swallow what came out of you!

4. Monster,  quiet, slide away!

5. Plunge will the Pelican into the water.

I read /xr/ of line 5 as a prospective. It's a menacing warning. The Pelican is ready to  
plunge down, that is: he is ready to act. The water may seem out of context, but we  
should see in the divine bird the mouth which fishes out what could be lost in the  
river ( the eye of Horus, the bA of the dead). So that's a symbol of rescue. 

"The mouth of the Pelican is open for me, 

the mouth of the Pelican is given to me,

 and I go out into the day to the place where I desire to be."

[Raymond O. Faulkner, Carol Andrews, James Wasserman 

Book of coming forth by day, ch. 68 ]

6. Snake, turn back, Ra sees you!

/pna/ is "turn upside down, overturn" which is not exactly what a serpent does, but  
the general idea is that of "surrender". I think "turn back" hints both at "retreat" and  
at "overturning".

Now the Lector-priest informs the snake that the ceremony is 
under way. The sacrifice of the bull has already taken place.

7. Cut off has been the head of the Great Bull.

 



 This hints at the father/son substitution. Wnis is the newborn calf who is going to  
replace the old bull (the old gods) at the end of the initiation rite. He is the new  
power. And in fact we can read /Hsq tp/ as an epiteth too: "The head cutter, the  
Smasher", like the triumphant bull we see in the already mentioned Narmer palette:

That's why the snake must be very careful.  

The first warning.

8. Snake-Hepenu this is said to you!  

9. Kheser-neter, this is said to you!

10. Turn over,crawl away,

11. since I have said that to you!

 

The  hostile being which confronts Wnis is warned: Hepenu and Kheser-neter are not  
two different animals, but two different forms of the same enemy. We can  
interpret  /hpnw/ as "he who unbinds the Nun". /hp/ (befreien : Wb 488) and /xsr-
nTr/ "he who repels the gods" or "he who is repelled by the gods".  It would be better  
for the snake to creep away.

But it seems  the snake does not take the priest's advice. So 
the time has come to take proper actions. The Lector-priest 
evokes a protective force. The Sem-priest puts an animal skin 
(lynx, panther) on Wnis's shoulders to let him absorb  its 
power.



12. Face fell against face, when face saw a face.

13. Out has come the dappled, sturdy skin against it:

14.  that it may swallow what it licked (first).

In line 13 I do not read /pri nm/, but /pr inm/. In fact I can hardly  accept the image  
of a knife that first licks something and then swallows it. (Even though the image  
may be that of the knife that runs along the snake's spine and then cuts it.) I am  
more inclined to see in the "skin" the metaphor (via synecdoche)  of a snake-killing  
animal, such as the goddess Mafdet, that will make her official entrance very soon.  
In the picture we see the mottled lynx, its tongue (that licks, that is: that picks out its  
prey) and the knife /nm/.

For what concerns line 14 I am inclined to read it as:

/am (=f) n =f nf  i.nsb .n =f/

where /am (=f)/ is a prospective. In fact that is a real menace. The lynx will  
concentrate (taste) on the snake and then will give it the due punishment. That's the  
reason why she came out.

Wnis is given by the Sem-priest "the nail of Atum", probably a 
was-sceptre, whose fork may be used to pin down snakes. 
Once again the snake is invited to go away.



15. This here is the nail of Atum

16. on the spine of the snake Nehebekaw

17. that fed himself upon chaos -  in Heliopolis. Fall, slide away!

The Lector-priest gives a second warning to the snake, 
inviting him to retreat to his hole. The ritual is running its 
course. The protective forces are ready to act: the kites (Isis 
and Nephtys) with their screeches and their talons -  and 
Mafdet with her special weapon.

18. Your fangs inside the earth,

19. your ribs into the hole!

 20. The water has been poured, the two kites are on high.



           (Nephtys)                                                          (Isis)

21. Closed will be your mouth by the shemset,

                                            

22. closed the mouth of the shemset by Mafdet,



23. that will make the naw-snake weary.

This is an "extreme interpretation". Many transliterate:

/pnH sb(A)g in naw/

Now the problem is /pnH/ which seems to be unknown. The general solution is to  
consider it a scribal error and to read it as /pzH/ instead, anticipating the  
many /pzH/s we find in the following lines (231a,b,c).
But I  am not so sure it was a scribal error. Being so near the other /pzH/s it  
would have been detected and corrected. So this is my wild guess:

/ pnH =s b(A)gi  n naw /

where /bAgi/ is "weariness, languor" - Faulkner 79 ,Hannig 413
and /pnH/ could mean"to infuse, to instil".
 

Heedless of the many warnings the snake attacks Wnis, who 
is beckoned by the priest to pin him down. The two spikes of 
the fork are driven into the earth (they bite Geb, the earth 
god), immobilizing the snake, his son.  The act may look 
sacrilegous: that's why the Lector-priest must justify Wnis in 
front of Ra. It was an act of self-defence.

24. O Ra! Bitten has been by Wnis the earth,



25. Bitten has been  by Wnis Geb,

26. Bitten has been by Wnis the father  of  "he-who-would-bite-him"!

27. 'twas this being that would bite Wnis,

28. Wnis would not bite him.

29. He it was that went against Wnis -

30.  'twas not Wnis that moved against him -

31. just the moment after

32. he looked at Wnis,

33. just the moment after

34. he stared at Wnis.

Even though pinned down the snake rebels. The Lector-priest 
warns him to stay quiet, or he will be severely punished by 
Wnis.



35. Bite Wnis - he'll make you "one (pulp)",

36. look at Wnis - he'll make you "two (pieces)".

37. Bitten is the naw-snake by the female-naw-snake,

38. bitten the female-naw-snake by the male naw-snake.

 I see in the female-snake a metaphor of the staff of Mafdet. The snake bites it, but  
it's no use. No harm out of it.

Now it's time to exorcize the snake and neutralize his poison. 
Additional energies are needed for the spells of potency. Sky, 
earth and primeval forces have been summoned already.

Sky : Ra, the Pelican, the two kites.

Earth: Mafdet the lynx, the was-sceptre that bites the earth, 
Geb himself who has been asked to swallow the snake in line 
3. 

Primeval forces:  Atum, he who created the world with his 
semen.

 I interpret the enigmatical /mDr/ (male power around [HA: that encircles] mankind)  
as an image of Atum, met in line 15. The D52 determinative supports this guess.  
(D53 would have been better!) 

39. Conjured has been the sky, conjured the earth,

40. conjured the male power around mankind.

Now Horus and Selkit.

41. Conjured will be the god "blinded-his-head".



42. Conjured you'll be yourself  -  you as well, Selkit.

This is a sort of caption.  The Lector-priest informs Wnis that 
he will witness the two Osirian spells against the snake that 
once have been uttered by Horus in the city of Elephantine. 
Now begins the very magic.



43. (And now) the two spells of Elephantine

44. in the mouth of Osiris

45. knotted by  Horus  on the spine (of a snake).

 

First  a sort of prologue to make clear the state of things and 
the predicament the snake is in.

46. Your bone is harpooned. You are pinned down!

47. The furious drives repulsed! The pillars

48. of the royal pike fell down. Hemen this is!



Lines 47-8 are quite enigmatic. There is the word /mtA/ or /mtA st/ whose meaning  
is uncertain. My point of vantage is the specific context. The snake is pinned down by  
the was-sceptre, with the two spikes (the pillars) that are metaphorically the talons  
of the falcon- god Hemen. I read /st/ as a determinative, so that /mtA / is the pike  
that protects the throne (st).

THE FIRST SPELL : THE SCORN

And now come the two spells written in a cryptic language that defies deciphering.  
The best path to follow would be to stick to the sounds. The aural rhytms and tones  
should be enough. They are a sort af abracadabra which should have a magic effect  
on the snake. If there is a hidden meaning --  only the Lector-priest  does know. We  
can try though some wild guesses, stating in advance that their correctness cannot  
be proved. 

The snake is compared to a pretentious laughable phallus.

49.  Pricky, pricky! Who's pricky, who's pricky?

50.  Ha Ha  Ha, mummy's long long one, mummy's.

51. Come on, pricky! Come on, pricky!



52. Cleansed is  the waste land of  "him-in-the-dust"!

 

I'd say /mti/ may be taken as a "mutilated nisbe". I accept Allen's guess that it is  
referred to a penis. But the general atmosphere is sarcastic. The Lector-priest scorns  
the snake. He nicknames it "pricky", belittling it (mutilated final /i/ -- /mti/ instead of  
/mtii/). (That's a Freudian touch, or better : Adlerian!)

"Pricky-pricky". Or a sarcastic "Big prick", which is just the same.
(In Italian slang we say "cazzone" (big prick) for "idiot" -- who knows what the  
Egyptians said?)

What comes next is little different.  We have /m + D38 / and  I read it as the  
interrogative  /m(i) -> who?, what?/ So we have:

 / m(i) mti m(i) mti/

"who is the pricky(the big prick)? who is the pricky?" (Are you really the big-
shooting penis?)

The scornful remarks continue in line 50 (232b).

/A A A/ may be legitimately read as /Aw -> the long one/, but as an onomatopeic  
laugh as well. Its alleged dimension is scorned. There is a pun with /kA mwt =f/.  
Having been mutilated of his /k/ (namely: you [= k(w) ] are no more) the snake is  
no more "the bull of his mother".   And the ensuing challenge sounds quite  
sarcastic (/mi / imperative:  come! ) since the snake cannot move, but it is forced  
to stay in the dust. In fact I read /m xmw/  as "he who is in the dust", with a  
double meaning: 

(i) the being which creeps on earth/dust;  

(ii) "the ignorant one" , the earthly creature that does not know the magic spells  
(so they have power on him) -- that is: the dangerous path of the snake has been  
cleared for Wnis. 

END OF THE FIRST SPELL. 

Now a little entr'acte: the snake is told a short summary of 



what took place. There was no chance for  him, the son of 
the earth, since as soon as he came out - the god Ra ( who 
came into being emerging from the Nu, the watery abyss) 
fell down on him. So he'd better leave.

53. Fallen is the creature come out from the earth

54. (since) fallen is the flame that came out  from Nu.  

Fall, glide away!

The snake is ordered again to retreat, since powerful forces 
are threatening him, last but not least the two-ladies.

55. A face is on your face, you "in-his-coils".

56. Go down on your bones, you "in-his-bush"!

57. Retreat because of "she-who-rejoices-in-her-two-faces"! 



Nbtj is a wild wild guess. As a matter of fact /Hknt m sn-wi Hr/ could hint at the  
double-headed figure of Horus-Seth,

or the already met Neheb-kaw, which sometimes is shown as a double-headed  
serpent.



At any rate I am of the opinion that we are dealing with a double-headed being who  
protects Wnis and is a menace for the snake.

 THE SECOND SPELL : HUMILIATION.

The snake can't escape because he is still pinned down in the 
earth. He tries to get free thrusting into the fork, the royal 
was-sceptre. 

58. O you "long one", thrust in, thrust in!

The two spikes are the jambs of a metaphorical door/vagina 
through which the metaphorical phallus strives to pass. 

59. Now, you just fucked the two wardens of the treshold

60.  of my praised soverain.

The snake is jeered at and must suffer a deep humiliation.

61. Koobeb-hee-yee-tee-tee-bee-tee

(You parody of Geb, my trampled soverain!)

 



I single out "kbb" as a mock "gb" (Geb, pronounced < gùbeb>), "iti" as souverain,  
"biti" as king of Lower Egypt, "ti" as "trampled, beaten".

The final sarcastic touch: the name of the snake, his essence, 
is "rope". He is just a dull, banal, insipid rope. And, 
pronouncing his name, the Lector-priest states that he has 
power upon him.

62. "Rope, son of  Hifeget" - that is your name.

Who Hifeget /Hfgt/ is - that's open to debate.

The snake is neutralized.  His poison squeezed out of his 
glands. The Lector-priest beckons Wnis to release the was-
sceptre and let it go. The image of the snake that retreats into 
his hole assumes a vulgar nuance, that of an incestuous 
copulation. 

63. The spittle is finished, poured out.

What is in the glands (the poison)

64. has flowed into the house of his mother. Monster, lie down!

But the image could be - as well - that of the snake that gulps down his own poison.  
The snake seen as the womb out of which the poison flows.

Now the Lector-priest beckons the Sem-priest to pick up a 
handful of earth  and  to throw it at the snake, as a mock 



offering.

65. The bread of your father to you, Ikenhy!

66. Your own bread - of your father's

67. to you, Ikenhy!

I can't help thinking of Virgil's Cerberus:

"Cerberus haec ingens latratu regna trifauci
personat, adverso recubans immanis in antro.
Cui vates horrere videns iam colla colubris
melle soporatam et medicatis frugibus offam
obicit".  Aeneid (VI,417-21)

In John Dryden's version:

"Grim Cerberus; who soon began to rear
His crested snakes, and armed his bristling hair.
The prudent Sybil had before prepared
A sop, in honey steeped, to charm the guard;
which, mixed with powerful drugs, she cast before
His greedy grinning jaws, just oped to roar."

 Let's not forget that /t(A)/ (bread)  has some homophony with /tA/ (earth) and  
that "earth" is Geb, the father of the snake.

As for  /iknhi/ Allen suggests: "You whose attack has missed". He probably  
reads /ik/ as " angreifen : to attack" and /nhi/ as "entgehen : to escape" and that  
may be a scornful epiteth. In this context it makes sense.

END OF THE SECOND SPELL. 

BEGINNING OF WNIS'S TRIUMPH.

Now that the snake has been forced to crawl away the time 
has come for Wnis to triumph.The Lector-priest summons Ra, 
that the god may look at Wnis, the mighty bull, who is ready 



for his task, since he passed the initiation rite. It's the new 
Great Bull which replaces the old one whose head has been 
cut off. 

68. Gold of praise, shining, hot one:

69. This is your bull, here, valiant, made ready for his deed.

The Lector-priest emphasizes Wnis's strength and might.

70. Emerged has the White Crown, having swallowed the Red One;



71. having swallowed -  the tongue of the White  - the Red Crown

72. without being seen.

The White Crown that swallows the Red Crown (the triumph of Upper Egypt over  
Lower Egypt)  mirrors the triumph of Wnis over the snake. The tongue that is not  
seen may hint at the rapidity of the act and at the mysterious language, unknown to  
the snake ("without being seen" is a metaphor of ignorance), through which the  
snake has been defeated.

The "tongue that is not seen" may have another meaning as well. In it  we may see  
the sort of spiral that comes out of the Red Crown. So the image may be that of the  
Red Crown (the snake) unable to resist the swift attack of the White Crown (Wnis).



 

Now the Lector-priest addresses Wnis. He wants him to 
become aware of what occurred. Wnis acted under the 
protection of the sky (the Uraeus / Ra) and of the earth (the 
god Sepa, who protects against the snake bites). As < spA > 
Horus protected him against the snake; as < nr > (ox-herd) 
Horus (the good shepherd) has guided him along the 
dangerous trail. And the fact that Wnis followed his steps 
unconsciously signifies that there has been a psychic 
introjection. Now he has in himself Horus's power. He has 
become, he is Horus.

73. The Cobra for the sky, Sepa the Centipede 

of Horus for the earth!

74. The ox-herd of Horus is the one who treads ahead.

75. Wnis stepped on the trail of Horus,

76. unconsciously, Wnis, not knowing.

The Lector-priest celebrates Wnis's triumph and chases away 
the snake which seems to retreat for good into its hole. The 
snake is called "dish of Horus", meaning that Horus/Wnis can 
eat him in one bite no matter where he hides.

77. A face is on your face, " you-in-his-bush".

78. Drag away, beaten being, "you-in-his-hole"!

79. << Dish of Horus >>  throughout the land,

80. O "Imhiwkhaset", slide away!



I am of the opinion that  /im-hiw-xAst/ is an epiteth - its meaning open to debate,  
with lots of puns and possibilities.  

 

The Lector-priest throws a protective curse at the snake. 
Though gone, he may be hiding inside the house  -  ready to 
bite.

81. You, spittle of the wall, that are vomited out of bricks,

82. what comes out of your mouth -- may it turn against yourself!

 

The rite being through, the Lector-priest gives a last advice to 
Wnis, urging him to be always on alert.

83. The flame will be exstinguished 

if the torch of the Uraeus is not found

84. in the house of "He-who-holds-Ombos".

85. ('cause)  the serpent who bites throughout the house

86.   will bite and hide himself inside it.

The passage is controversial, but this is how I interpret it.

"He-who-holds-Ombos/Nbwt" is Seth. Now the house of Seth is dangerous, it is the  
place of chaos and unrestrained impulses, the house of darkness and anguish (well,  
anguish is "anguis" [snake], isn't it?) where "the enemy snake" can hide and bite  
undisturbed. So Wnis must be always on alert. The general meaning is this:
"The (protective) flame will be extinguished (and you will fall into darkness) if the  
torch of the sun (self-awareness / enlightment / wisdom, etc.) is not found in the  
house of Seth (the world - where chaos/Apophis is always around the corner. Or, in  
this case, the perilous under/other-world where Wnis is presently standing, in view  



of his voyage to the sun). If the torch is not found the snake (HfAw) that creeps  
about the house will bite and  then hide himself undisturbed. So, keep guard and  
never let the flaming torch be exstinguished."

And now the Lector-priest gives his final advice to the snake 
as well,  warning him to keep at large if he wants to avoid 
chastisement.

87. Double hetes-sceptre, double hetes-sceptre

88. for the double ropes, for the double ropes.

89. That's (your) bread, when the lion advances against you,

90. whether you are here, whether

91. you are there, o slave of the spit!

The passage is quite enigmatic, especially lines 87 & 88. What is the relation  
between the hetes-sceptres and the papyrus ropes? /Dma/ is papyrus worked up to  
make baskets, sandals - and ropes as well. So it may be a metaphor for "snake". The  
hetes-sceptre is a sort of spatula. Many queens had the title "Great of the hetes-
sceptre" so I think it is legitimate to see in it a female symbol. The question is: why  
are they double  (four in fact, two and two)? Both the hetes and the rope? It's  
possible that the hetes-sceptres, being female symbols, are assigned to the four  
protective ladies: the /Drtj/ (Isis and Nephtys) of line 20 and the /Nbtj/ (Nekhbet and  
Wadjet) of line 57. But why four ropes (double V1 determinative repeated twice /zp  
2/) since there is only one snake? That may be an image of the snake moving around  
the four cardinal points, as we see in lines 90-91.  Or that could be a general image,  
where  "two and two" is a metaphor of the many papyrus strips  used to make the  
rope. For what concerns the lion of line 89 I see in it the image of the resurrected  
Osiris/Wnis



who manifests his power over the snake, chasing him away. And the bread  
mentioned in line 89 does taste like a sarcastic offering. As a matter of fact the  
hetes-sceptres, originally,  were spoons to serve hot dishes, were they not?


